Silly Tilly by Eileen Spinelli

Tells Of A Quirky Goose Who Takes Her Baths In Apple Juice And Wears A Pancake Hat

Tilly is not an ordinary goose. She takes her baths in apple juice. She wears a pancake as a hat. She tries to ride the farmers cat. But is Tilly too silly? And when she stops entertaining the barnyard animals with her antics the farm becomes a quite and unhappy place.

David Slonim's acrylic, pencil, and ballpoint pen illustrations add to the hilarity in this story about a one-of-a-kind silly goose.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
Ellen Spinelli’s SILLY TILLY tells of a quirky goose who takes her baths in apple juice and wears a pancake hat. Is she too silly or having too much fun? David Slonim's drawings are zany, fun accompaniments. An excellent addition to any picturebook collection.
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